
Abstract
Background: Recent developments in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) could help in the study of hemodynamics in 
the cardiovascular system that provides insight of variation of flow patterns with respect to changes in geometries. This 
paper focuses on the review of state of the art in the applications of computational fluid dynamics in the coronary artery. 
Methods: This article would give an overview about the computational fluid dynamics simulation of the blood flow in 
normal coronary artery, stenosed coronary artery, Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) and coronary stent. Conclusion/
Application: The computational fluid dynamics study would help the surgeon to get an idea about the severity of stenosed 
coronary artery, appropriate geometry and location of coronary artery bypass graft and coronary stent.
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1. Introduction
The heart is the key organ in the cardiovascular system. The 
blood flow in the cardiovascular system depends on the 
pumping action of the heart. This action makes the blood 
to flow in pulsatile nature. The aorta is the main blood ves-
sel which supplies blood to the whole body, it branches 
off into two main coronary arteries called Right Coronary 
Artery (RCA) and Left Coronary Artery (LCA). These 
coronary arteries are divided into smaller arteries, which 
supply pure blood to the entire heart muscle’1. The RCA 
supplies oxygen - rich blood to the right side of the heart. 
The LCA supplies oxygen - rich blood to the left side of the 
heart, which branches into the Left Anterior Descending 
artery (LAD) and the Left Circumflex Artery (LCX).

Atherosclerosis is an inveterate inflammatory disease 
of the artery wall. This disease involves the formation of 
Plaques due to fatty deposition, cholesterol accumulation 
and calcium accumulation in arterial walls. This plaque 

formation narrows the arterial passage, restricting flow of 
blood2 and increasing the risk of blockage of blood flow 
as shown in Figure 1a3. Coronary heart disease caused by 
atherosclerosis is the major cause of mortality from car-
diovascular disease in much of the world’s population, 
which is the leading cause of death in the United States4. 
Atherosclerosis in coronary artery could be treated by 
medical procedure or surgery. Dr. Andreas Gruentzig 
had introduced the angioplasty procedure and it is widely 
used today. In this procedure, the area of arterial occlu-
sion due to plaque is distended by a surgical catheter that 
has a small balloon at its tip as shown in Figure 1bthen 
the plaque is mashed along the artery wall as shown in 
Figure 1c3. Stenting procedure was introduced by Dr. Julio 
Palmaz to treat atherosclerosis. Coronary stents physically 
open the canal of narrowed arterial segments as shown in 
Figure 2a3. In stenting procedure, a surgical catheter pres-
ents a balloon and also a surrounding stent to the location 
of the occluded area as shown in Figure 2b3. The balloon 
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positions the stent, remains inflated for few seconds and 
then is deflated. Then, the expanded stent is implanted 
into the wall of the diseased artery and keeps it open as 
shown in Figure 2c3. High restenosis rate is the major 
drawback of angioplasty procedure. Restenosis is the for-
mation of new occlusion at the site of the angioplasty and 
it affects the patients who have undergone balloon angio-
plasty procedure within few months. The restenosis rate is 
reduced to 20–30% by coronary stent procedure as com-
pared to angioplasty procedure5-7. Drug-Eluting Stents 
have reduced the frequency of occurrence of restenosis8. 

Coronary artery bypass graft is a surgical procedure per-
formed to restore the blood flow to deliver oxygen and 
nutrients to the heart muscle. In CABG (Coronary Artery 
Bypass Graft), the cardiac surgeon creates new route 
around stenosed artery by bridging it with a replacement 
vessel. Intimal hyperplasia due to poor hemodynamics 
could affect the bypass graft9-12. Atherosclerosis condition 
is changed by hemodynamics of blood, such as shear stress, 
oscillatory shear index (OSI), wall shear stress (WSS) and 
WSS spatial gradient (WSSG)13-22. These  hemodynamics 
parameters are powerfully influenced by flow conditions, 

which are mostly dependent on the geometry of artery23,24. 

These parameters are used to afford a better judgment of 
the severity of coronary stenosis disease25-27. The CFD 
model could be used to depict the blood flow patterns 
in different anatomical geometries28-36. In the forefront 
of research of biological fluid flows, CFD simulation of 
hemodynamics is very important37.

The imaging methods used in clinical applications can 
provide onlythe anatomic significance of Coronary artery 
disease (CAD). The flow rate and pressure data informa-
tion of CAD can be determined by angiography and MRI 
method, but other parameters cannot be determined. The 
rich hemodynamic information of coronary heart disease 
can be determined by CFD analysis. Hence, the applica-
tion of CFD techniques to the study of hemodynamic 
parameters of coronary heart disease has grown tremen-
dously in the recent years.

In this review, perspective on computational fluid 
dynamics simulation of the blood flow in normal coro-
nary artery, stenosed coronary artery, Coronary Artery 
Bypass Graft (CABG) and coronary stent are discussed.

Figure 1. Angioplasty procedure. (a) fatty layer accumulates 
at and near the artery wall, (b) balloon inserted into the 
artery for expansion and (c) fatty layer pushed against the 
wall after balloon deflation and removal (Reprinted with 
permission from Elsevier).

Figure 2. Stent deployment procedure. (a) fatty layer 
accumulates at and near the artery wall, (b) balloon 
surrounded by stent inserted into the artery for expansion 
and (c) fatty layer pushed against the wall and stent 
embedded into the wall after deflation and removal of the 
balloon (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
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2. Methodology
The developed imaging techniques are used to describe 
the three-dimensional (3D) vessel morphology. The imag-
ing and CFD techniques are coupled together to create the 
CFD models of the pathologic vessels38. Figure 3 shows the 
method of CFD model generation of coronary artery.

A CFD model generation includes the  preprocessing, 
solving the governing equations numerically, and post-
processing to present the results. Generally the 3D 
Geometry of coronary artery can be created by two meth-
ods. In the first method, the coronary artery contours 
will be extracted by image processing technique from 
tomographic images such as magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), 
computed tomography (CT) images and ultrasound 
(US)39-44. Then, the extracted contour points of coronary 
artery will be imported into a CAD (Computer - Aided 
Design) program to create the 3D geometry. In the sec-
ond method, the dimensions of patient’s coronary artery 
will be obtained from any imaging techniques such as 
MRI, MRA and CT. The 3D geometry of the coronary 
artery will be created by CAD software package from the 
obtained dimensions. Then, these CAD models will be 
meshed and CFD analysis will be carried out with appro-
priate boundary conditions and blood flow parameters. 
Even the 3D geometry of coronary artery reconstructed 
from imaging techniques to represent the domain of 
interest, proper boundary conditions are necessary for 

CFD simulations. Even though some instruments are 
used to measure inflow velocity, outflow velocity, flow and 
pressure waveforms of coronary artery, obtaining realistic 
boundary condition is probably the biggest challenge in 
CFD simulation of coronary blood flow. In this regard, 
the boundary conditions obtained from the literature, in 
vitro and in vivo measurements have been prescribed for 
CFD simulation. The CFD technique numerically solves 
continuity equation (1) and Navier-Stokes equation (2) to 
measure hemodynamic parameters of blood flow in the 
coronary artery models.

   (1)

 (2)

where u is the blood velocity in the lumen region, ρ is 
the density of blood, p is the blood pressure and μ is the 
viscosity of the blood flow.

3.  Clinical Application of CFD in 
Coronary Artery

3.1  CFD in Normal and Stenosed Coronary 
Artery

Wei Yin et al45. developed a CFD model of the left  coronary 
artery under normal and disease conditions. They have 
calculated blood flow velocity, blood flow induced shear 
stress from the developed model and then used the calcu-
lated shear stress to stimulate vascular endothelial cells in 
vitro. The CFD models of the left coronary artery under 
normal, 30%, 60% and 80% stenosis conditions were 
built. The different Stenosis conditions were modeled in 
the left anterior descending artery and it occurred at 8 
mm downstream of the bifurcation. The CFD analysis of 
the flow field was carried out for the developed models 
with blood as non-Newtonian viscoelastic fluid and the 
inlet velocity waveform with the flow velocity ranging 
between 0.2 and 30 cm/sec with a period of 0.84 sec. The 
study revealed that, the flow in constricted vessels sped 
up at the stenosis throat, recirculation zones built up 
behind the stenosis, and recirculation zones grow bigger 
as stenosis condition increases. The wall shear stress in 
the stenosed condition was much higher than that under 
normal conditions as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Flow diagram of the CFD model generation.
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Yunlong Huo et al24. studied the effect of vessel wall 
compliance on the hemodynamic parameters of pulsatile 
blood flow pattern. They developed 3-D finite element 
model of Right Coronary Artery (RCA) tree from com-
puted tomography imaging data and measured the wall 
motion due to vessel compliance. The continuity and 
Navier-Stokes equations were solved to calculate veloc-
ity and pressure field of blood flow. The hemodynamic 
parameters such as WSS, WSSG and OSI were examined. 
The authors reported that OSI was small in the epicardial 
RCA tree. The time - averaged WSS and WSSG in the main 
trunk of RCA tree were affected by motion due to vessel 
compliance in little amount. This WSSG was decreased by 
motion due to vessel compliance at bifurcations. 

Abraham et al46. quantified the effectiveness of 
 debulking in small arteries. The geometries of the plaque 
narrowed and plaque freed arteries were built from the 
ultrasonic images. Fluid analysis was carried out for these 
models. The authors detected that, the blood flow rate was 
increased in the plaque freed artery as shown in Table 1. 
The shear stress on the artery wall was higher in the plaque 
freed artery than the plaque narrowed artery.

Frank et al47. generated CFD model of the Left Anterior 
Descending (LAD) coronary artery with bifurcation and 
second diagonal. The relationship between shear stress 
(SS), wall thickness (WT) and remodeling was studied 
in the computational model. They detected that the effect 
of the side branch on the SS distribution in the main 
branch reduced reasonably. The authors determined that 
there was expansive remodelling and plaque in the low 

SS region of the proximal region of the model, but they 
observed lumen narrowing in the distal portion. 

Brunette et al48. estimated the shear stress  distribution 
and secondary flows in the mildly stenosed coronary artery. 
The 3D stenosed coronary artery phantom was developed 
from a whole volume Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
method. The 3D whole volume velocity data was obtained 
from the 2D velocity stacked data. The shear stress dis-
tribution and secondary flow were calculated from the 
derived 3D velocity data. The authors found, the shear 
stress exceeds the normal value and atheroprotective 
range and secondary flows were started at an early stage 
of stenosed pathology. 

Ryo Torii et al49. studied the effect of catheter on 
blood flow in a coronary artery for different catheter 
probe diameters and flow status. The model of the cor-
onary artery developed with curved pipe of 3.0 mm 
diameter and the model of the catheters developed as 
curved cylinders for the diameters of 0.30, 0.60 and 
1.0mm. At both the ends of the curved pipe, a straight 
pipe with 30mm of length was joined to provide the cor-
rect flow conditions. The authors assumed that probe tip 
was fixed half - way along the curved section and the 
catheter remained at the center of the coronary artery. 
They solved CFD equations for the developed model 
considering blood flow as Newtonian, incompressible 
and laminar. The authors found the pressure values were 
increased by the insertion of catheter probe based on 
its diameters as shown in Figure 5 and velocity-pressure 
phase lag were decreased.

Perktold et al50. developed computational model of 
the left anterior descending coronary artery with its first 
diagonal branch (DI). Then the authors created experi-
mental model of the replica of the computational model 
using silicone rubber. They simulated pulsatile flow field 
in computational model and measured flow parameters 
in experimental model using laser Doppler anemometry. 
The authors compared velocity profile and WSS profile 

Figure 4. Wall shear stress distribution.

Table 1. Mass flow rates for pre-debulked and 
debulked artery (Reprinted with permission from 
Elsevier).

Flow(grams/cycle) Pre-debulked Debulked
Ratio:Post/

Pre
Systole 0.0353 0.0859 2.43

Diastole 0.0186 0.0521 2.80
Net 0.0166 0.0338 2.04
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for both models. They found that the axial velocity results 
from computational analysis were comparable with the 
measured values during experiments. 

Simone Melchionna et al51. simulated the blood flow in 
the human coronary artery system using MUPHY simu-
lation package and computed the endothelial shear stress 
(ESS). The authors reported the great structure of ESS in 
the nearby region of main coronary bifurcation.

Sasa Kenjeres52 analyzed the impact of strong 
 non-uniform magnetic field on the blood flow patterns in 
realistic artery. The author developed numerical model of 
human right-coronary artery with different stenosis rate 
and simulated pulsatile blood flow with and without mag-
netic field. From the simulated results it was concluded 
that the substantial magnitude of applied magnetic field 
had changed the local pressure values and significant 
secondary flow patterns were obtained due to imposed 
non-uniform magnetic field. 

Wentzel et al53. compared the results of point-wise 
and global analyses of the raw data to understand the 
effect of shear stress (SS) in initiation of atherosclerosis. 
They generated CFD model of human coronary artery by 
assuming blood as non-Newtonian fluid. Shear stress and 
Wall thickness (WT) were measured for sixteen different 
circumferential locations. The authors studied 24 seg-
ments from 12 coronary arteries. From the comparison 
the authors concluded that there was a positive relation 
between WT and SS for 21 segments in point-wise analy-
sis but the global analysis produced 38% inverse relation 
between them as shown in Figure 6.

Ernst Wellnhofer et al54. studied the effect of circular 
and elliptical cross-section methods of coronary artery 
lumen reconstruction. They reconstructed three right 
coronary arteries with different resolutions. Out of three 
coronary arteries one artery was normal, one artery with 
a block and another with dilated coronary atherosclerosis. 
The CFD models of these coronary arteries were devel-
oped by a control volume finite element method. The 
authors reported from the CFD simulation, that the WSS 
distributions were identical for both high and low resolu-
tion reconstruction methods, the range of pressure loss 
difference was from 2.5% to 8.5% for the two methods 
and the mean WSS was 4.6 Pa, 8.8 Pa and 1.3 Pa for nor-
mal, blocked and dilated cases respectively.

Soulis et al55. investigated the main blood flow param-
eters such as wall pressure (WP), WSS, wall pressure 
gradient (WPG), WSSG and molecular viscosity of the 
human Left Coronary Artery (LCA) tree model. They 
developed CFD model of LCA tree which includes the 
left main coronary artery, the Left Anterior Descending 
(LAD) artery branch, the Left Circumflex Artery (LCX) 
branch and their major branches. From the simulation 
they got low WP, WPG, WSS, WSSG and high molecu-
lar viscosity values at bifurcations and between proximal 
and distal LCA tree area. The authors concluded that the 
variations in blood flow parameters were the major com-
ponents in generation and progression of atherosclerosis. 

Figure 5. Pressure profile (Reprinted with permission 
from Elsevier).

Figure 6. Relationship between wall thickness and shear 
stress of two segments. point-wise analysis (a, c), global 
analysis (b, d) (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
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which included graft, sleeve, proximal host artery and 
distal host artery. The first model was the baseline model, 
the height of the sleeve increased in the second model and 
the diameter of the sleeve increased in the third model. 
The computations were made in the designed models by 
assuming as Newtonian and incompressible fluid with 
laminar flow characteristics. The authors found that, the 
volume of the first model was larger than the conven-
tional bypass models, the volume of the second model 
was larger than first model and third model would result 
in slower fluid flow. 

The coronary artery anastomotic models with dif-
ferent diameter ratio and angle between the graft and 
host artery were investigated numerically by Xiong and 

Thanapong Chaichana et al56. examined the influence 
of angulations of LCA on hemodynamic parameters. 
They developed twelve models of LCA with different 
angulations. Out of twelve models four models were real-
istic models and eight models were simulated one. These 
models include left main artery, LAD and LCX artery 
branches. The CFD simulation was carried out for 1.0 s 
of pulsatile flow in all the models and WP, WSS, WSSG 
and velocity flow pattern were obtained. They observed 
the reduced wall pressure values when blood flows from 
the left main artery to the bifurcating area and affected 
flow patterns for the wider angle models. For wide angles 
of bifurcation they got a low WSSG values at left bifur-
cations and concluded that there was a better positive 
correlation between blood flow dynamic changes and 
coronary angulations.

Beier et al57. developed CFD model of left main coro-
nary artery bifurcation to compare flow measurements 
with 4Dphase contrast (PC) magnetic resonance imaging 
flow measurements. The authors declared that the phase 
contrast (PC) magnetic resonance flow measurements 
show good quantitative and structural similarity to CFD 
flow measurements. They obtained the standard devia-
tion of the differences between the PC and CFD flow data 
was less than 10% and concluded that CFD may be useful 
tool for the identification of regions of artifact in phase 
contrast magnetic resonance flow data.

3.2 CFD in Coronary Artery Bypass Graft
Leok Poh Chua et al58. investigated the blood flow charac-
teristics of complete anastomosis model. They developed a 
3D model of complete anastomosis with both the proximal 
and the distal parts which could be used in CABG opera-
tion. Then, they computed three dimensional laminar flow 
characteristics by assuming blood as Newtonian, homo-
geneous and incompressible fluid. The authors found out, 
the velocity gradients and wall shear stress gradients were 
high in the distal anastomosis part of the graftas shown 
in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively and flow has more 
changes at distal part than the proximal part.

They concluded that high wall shear stress gradient 
region at the bed of coronary artery and the toe could be 
reduced with smaller grafting angle and smooth  geometry. 

Leok Poh Chua et al59. studied the flow characteristics 
in cuff-like sleeve models. Sleeve models are the mechani-
cal connectors between the bypass graft and host artery 
at the distal anastomosis. They designed three models 

Figure 7. Velocity contour within the symmetry plane 
(Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).

Figure 8. Wall shear stress distribution of anastomosis 
model (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
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with 75% stenosis and normal case. The flow  produced 
non-uniform 

velocity distribution after the bifurcation in without 
stenosis case. In the case of stenosis the velocity value was 
low at the walls after the stenosis. In the П – graft con-
figuration, the magnitude of velocity varied but overall 
velocity distribution appeared same. The velocity field had 
nearly parabolic in shape for 25% stenosis and conical in 
shape for 50% stenosis conditions. The recirculation zone 
and low velocity values were obtained at the toe portion 
of the 75% stenosis model. For different flow rate ratios 
the similar output were obtained for the velocity variation 
from the center of host artery(62,65,66). The WSS distribu-
tions were calculated for four different points in T-graft 
configuration and five points in П – graft configuration 
as shown in Figure 10. During systole the WSS increased 
suddenly at the points on the lower wall of the native 
artery but at the points on the upper wall the WSS was 
reduced. The WSS variation was uniform after the steno-
sis during diastole. The similar results were obtained by 
Bertolotti et al67.

Lei et al20. and Freshwater et al68. reported that the 
 rheology of human blood, graft surface properties, the 
ratio between artery and graft diameters, the structure of 
the artery and graft junction were the important param-
eters for the initiation and progression of restenosis.

Kim et al69. developed the CFD model of an anasto-
mosis end-to-end configuration and simulated the blood 
flow through the model by assuming blood as Newtonian 
fluid, steady flow conditions and wall as rigid. The authors 
observed the flow separation region at 2mm distal to the 

Chong60. The authors have designed six coronary anas-
tomotic models by varying diameter with constant angle 
and by varying angle with constant diameter. The flow 
patterns, WSS, OSI, spatial and temporal WSS gradients 
(SWSSG and TWSSG) were compared for all six models. 
From these comparisons the authors concluded that the 
diameter ratio was the important geometric parameter in 
coronary revascularization surgeries and the effect of the 
diameter ratio was larger than that of angle in hemody-
namic analysis. 

Shim and Kamm61 described the blood flow pattern 
through the coronary bypass shunt. The bypass shunt 
directly connects the left ventricular to the distal portion 
of the occluded coronary artery. They mainly concen-
trated on the effect of shunt angle on the blood flow 
patterns. The authors solved three dimensional compu-
tational equations for blood flow through a bypass shunt 
with three different angles (45º, 67º, 90º) between shunt 
and artery. The results revealed a recirculating region near 
the junction between the coronary artery and shunt, larg-
est secondary flow with 90º shunt angle than other shunt 
angle and maximum pressure drop between inlet to outlet 
was directly proportional to shunt angle.

Bertolotti and Deplano62 analysed the blood flow 
patterns in anastomosis model of a stenosed coronary 
artery bypass graft. They developed model of normal 
coronary artery and artery with stenosis for three dif-
ferent distances upstream from the heel. Three flow rates 
have been used for the four models of coronary artery. 
From simulation the authors found the resultant resid-
ual blood flow from the constricted artery was similar to 
flow of confined jet shape and Kakos et al63. stated that 
it reduced progressively. At the distal region from the 
stenosis, the velocity profiles became bell and conical 
shape. The recirculation zone was observed at the walls 
of the artery and the peak velocity was skewed at down-
stream from the toe. 

Politis et al64. studied the relation between the grafts 
and coronary artery flows with respect to spatial and tem-
poral deviation of velocity and WSS distribution. They 
developed geometrical model of composite arterial coro-
nary graft (CACG) with T and П – graft configurationas 
shown in Figure 9. These models were generated with 25%, 
50%, 75% of stenosis conditions and also normal condi-
tion. The authors introduced different grafting distances 
and inflow rate ratios in their model. The finite volume 
method was applied to solve the flow equations. The veloc-
ity contours were compared for the T-configuration graft 

Figure 9. Geometrical models and computational meshes 
of CACG (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
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 calculated shear stress distribution. They computed the 
difference in hemodynamics of end-to-side and side-
to-side configurations. The authors reported that the 
hemodynamics of end-to-side was better than the side-
to-side anastomosis and hemodynamics of parallel form 
of side-to-side anastomosis was better than the non-
parallel form. 

The influence of graft and host diameter ratios on 
WSS and the blood flow parameters in CABG was inves-
tigated by Qiao and Liu73. The authors developed three 
different models with graft diameter equal to, larger than 
and smaller than the coronary artery diameter. They 
simulated pulsatile blood flow in those three models and 
concluded from the simulation the large diameter model 
can produce good hemodynamics with large positive 
longitudinal velocity, large WSS and small WSSG. The 
authors reported that isodiametric or larger diameter 
graft was good, but there was no major difference in tem-
poral parameters of WSS between all the three models. 
They suggested that the better anastomosis configura-
tions are required to improve the patency rates of CABG. 

The many researchers had undertaken CFD simula-
tion with different boundary conditions to analyze the 
influence of CABG configurations and various flow 
conditions on hemodynamics parameters. The bound-
ary conditions assumed by a few authors as shown in 
Table 274.

artery junction when the pressure difference between 
inside and outside of the artery was high. 

Kute and Vorp70 examined the result of proximal artery 
conditions on the blood flow dynamics at the distal end-
to-side anastomosis. They solved the flow equations by 
the finite volume method and calculated WSS and WSSG. 
The authors concluded that the proximal artery flow con-
dition was a crucial determinant of the hemodynamics 
at the distal anastomosis of end-to-side configuration 
bypass grafts. 

Bonert et al71,72. numerically simulated the fluid 
flow of side-to-side coronary artery bypass graft and 

Figure 10. Spatial shear stress distribution in T and П – 
graft configurations for 75% stenosis case (Reprinted with 
permission from Elsevier).

Table 2. Different boundary conditions of CFD simulation with common assumption artery wall as rigid wall 
and No-slip condition (Reprintedwith permission from Elsevier).

Authors Steady state Transient state
Constant outlet 

pressure
Newtonian Fluid

Non-Newtonian  Fluid , 
power law, carreau, walburn-
schenck, casson, Generalized 

power law model
Bertolotti and Deplano 61   

Chen et al. 86    

Do et al. 87   

Freshwater et al. 68   

Lee et al. 88   

Politis et al. 89   

Politis et al. 64   

Sankaranarayanan et al. 36   

Vimmr and Jonasova 90    

Zhang et al. 91 
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simulation. The authors proposed that the steady-state 
Newtonian flow simulation suited for intra-stent blood 
flow, which could reduce the computation time.

John et al78. studied sharp changes of WSS distributions 
in curved coronary arteries after stent implantation, which 
implanted stent either conform to or makes straighten-
ing of the artery. They have generated 3D coronary artery 
CFD models with stent based on measurements from 
canine left anterior descending coronary arteries. The 
authors concluded from the computational simulation, 
the implantation of the stent made straightening of the 
curved artery, which altered spatial distributions of WSS. 
Those WSS variations were noticeable in the proximal 
and distal portion of the stent. 

Claudio Chiastra et al79. found the hybrid meshing 
method produced the accurate CFD results on the 3D 
complex geometries within the shortest computational 
time. They developed 3D model of stented coronary artery 
with bifurcation and this model was meshed with hybrid 
meshing technique to analyse the different hemodynamic 
parameters created by a final kissing balloon (FKB) pro-
cedure performed with the types of side branch access 
(proximal or distal). They performed transient CFD simu-
lations to examine the WSS, velocity and helicity fields. The 
authors reported that the area exposed to low time-averaged 
wall shear stress (TAWSS) was 84.7% in the distal access 
case but in the proximal access case it was 88.0%. They 

3.3 CFD in Stented Coronary Artery
Benard et al75. investigated the three dimensional flow of 
a stented coronary artery with the assumptions, rigid wall 
and steady inlet flow. They had considered the blood as a 
non-Newtonian fluid. They presented the velocities, WSS 
and WSSG from the simulations. The authors concluded 
that, the stent structure had no influence on velocities 
located on the centre of artery, low WSS close to stent 
branches and maximum WSSG near stent wire. 

Garcia et al76. studied the effect of blood flow 
dynamics parameters on the development of coronary 
restenosis. The authors numerically simulated the blood 
flow dynamics of a group of seven patients with a stent 
in the RCA just after stent implantation and six months 
later. The authors reported, in six out of seven patients the 
wall thickness had increased whereas the wall shear stress 
was lowas shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The normal 
wall regions were not affected by the coronary stent and 
from intra–stent and extra-stent regions the restenosis 
occurred where the wall shear stress was low.

Hao-Ming Hsiao et al77. reported the influence of rhe-
ological properties and pulsatile flow on hemodynamic 
parameters of the intra-stent blood flow. They have simu-
lated axisymmetric and 3-D stented artery CFD models 
with the assumptions Newtonian, non- Newtonian, pul-
satile and Steady-state flow. The velocity waveform of the 
RCA was taken from data reported in the literature by 
Bertolotti et al67. for their pulsatile and Steady-state flow 

Figure 11. Contours of wall shear stress at the wall artery, 
immediately after stent implantation. The wall thickness is 
shown in violet colour (Reprinted with permission from 
Elsevier).

Figure 12. Contours of wall shear stress at the wall artery, 
after six months of stent implantation. The wall thickness 
is shown in violet colour (Reprinted with permission from 
Elsevier).
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the difference in WSS values of the inner and outer wall 
were increased with increase in arterial curvature angle 
in curved stented coronary artery models, beyond seven 
rings along the circumference of the stent the length of 
the flow separation zone did not depend on the num-
ber of stent rings, the length of separated flow zone was 
increased with increase in Reynolds number, the shear 
stress distribution within the flow divider were more than 
the shear stress in the stent without flow divider and also 
the flow divider increased the WSS in the stented  coronary 
artery segment.

Hao-Ming Hsiao et al81. analysed the changes in WSS 
distribution by stent geometry and stent design pattern. 
The authors developed CFD models of coronary artery 
with five different commercial stents and simulated blood 
flow through the models. They concluded that the varia-
tions in strut width or crown radius could vary WSS 
marginally but strut thickness could vary WSS signifi-
cantly, the stent design pattern alone could not make any 
changes in WSS distribution and the stent hemodynamic 
character could be improved by thinner stent design. 

Murphy and Boyle82 investigated the influence of 
increasing levels of physiological realism on the blood flow 
parameters in the CFD models of the coronary arteries 
with stents. They generated CFD model of LAD coronary 
artery with the Gianturco-Roubin II (GR-II) coil stent 
(Cook, USA) and with the Palmaz-Schatz (PS) slotted 
tube stent (Johnson & Johnson, USA). The CFD analysis 
carried out for the developed model of coronary artery 
with normal stent size, oversized stent and oversized stent 

concluded that from the WSS  distribution on the artery 
wall, velocity and the helicity field results the distal access 
method was better than the proximal access method. 

Vahab Dehlaghi et al80. analysed the influence of stent 
geometry on blood flow patterns in 2D and 3D CFD mod-
els of human coronary artery with stent. Shear stress and 
blood velocity profiles were calculated for stented artery, 
pre-stent and post-stent regions. The authors studied the 
effect of the ratio of stent strut spacing to the stunt strut 
height (W/H) where W was the stent inter-ring width and 
H was the stent wire thickness, the effect of the stent strut 
shape, effect of the curvature angle, effect of the number 
of rings on the circumference of the stent and Reynolds 
number, effect of the flow divider and effect of the real 
structure of the stent on blood flow parameters. The 
authors found that the stent strut spacing was responsive 
to WSS distribution between the struts. The WSS value 
changed according to the ratio W/H and the flow separa-
tion zone as shown in Figure 13. In this graph the authors 
have taken the ratio between shear stress values in stent 
strut space and in the artery without stent on the vertical 
axis and the ratio W/H on the horizontal axis. The cir-
cular, rectangular and triangular shape wire struts were 
compared by the authors to examine the influence of the 
shape of the strut on the near wall blood flow parame-
ters. They got lowest WSS for rectangular shape strut and 
highest WSS for the circular shape strut. They concluded 
that WSS values were changed with respect to strut shape 
as shown in Figure 14. The authors also concluded that 

Figure 13. Influence of the ratio between W and H on the 
WSS value between stent struts (Reprinted with permission 
from Elsevier).

Figure 14. Influence of the stent strut shape on the WSS 
between stent struts with the ratio between W and H equal 
to 3 (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
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valid guideline on construction of proximal and distal 
coronary anastomosis before surgery. The parameters 
measured from the CFD modeling of the coronary artery 
with stent could help to determine the exact size, orienta-
tion and effectiveness of the stent, this prior information 
would reduce the vascular injury and surgery time. Hence 
the CFD is a valid and powerful simulating tool for under-
standing of cardiovascular flows and it could support the 
quantitative measurement of clinical parameters and also 
assist the surgeons for exact interventional or surgical 
planning. 

A numerous investigations have been carried out 
on the CFD simulation of the blood flow in normal 
and stenosed coronary artery, Coronary Artery Bypass 
Graft (CABG) and coronary stent. To the best of authors 
knowledge, the study on the CFD analysis of the blood 
flow in multiple stenosis condition in the coronary artery 
had not been attempted and also very few studies have 
been conducted with realistic conditions such as consti-
tutive material models, Non-Newtonian fluid. The CFD 
study of multiple stenosed coronary arteries would pro-
vide deep insight into the response of an actual coronary 
artery under different flow and boundary conditions. 
The simulation of realistic conditions in patient-specific 
arterial models could provide a useful scientific basis for 
the determination of status of the diseased artery more 
precisely and optimization of stent in the coronary artery 
stent treatment.
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